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ICTN Closes Its Doors

Upcoming ASI Elections

Extra! Extra! Read all about it
ASI elections are underway and stu-
dents can pick up packets toda.
Packets are available starting
Monday, Feb. 28 in the ASI office.
The packets are due back in
the ASI office no later than 5 p.m.
on Wednesday, March 23.
There will be two mandatory
candidate meetings in April
and then campaigning starts on
April 17.
Voting begins Wednesday,
April 27 and runs through
Thursday, April 28.
Elephant results will be
announced on Friday of that week.
CSIUS students have the option
of working a polling station, if
they do not want to run for ASI.
Students working at polling
stations will earn extra money.
Those CSIUS students looking
for a challenge can run for an
office, get financial assistance
through a monthly stipend and
reap the benefits of gaining
great experience.

ASI Elections Chair Steve
Shelburne said, "Being apart of
ASI is a lot of work, but the ben-
efits outweigh it. I feel like I am
part of making the University a
better place and it is a great way to
prepare for life outside of college,"

"The students need to be re-
nested that they can continue to
have access to a quality education
at a reasonable price.
They need to know that
ASI can help them
in their future endeavors.

The ASI elections
were flagged by
the administration,
but the candidates
worked hard to
evolve the
ASI into a better
organization.
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Amber Disney
Staff Writer
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News

Internship Opportunities Police Report

CSUSB student Ryan Mclaughlin, landed an internship at radio station: KCSB.
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Internships in the News

Waiting until the Morning After

Feb 23 Began at 1 p.m. at the Women’s Resource Center located in the Student Union, room 154.

Interviews are open to all majors in psychology, sociology, social work, or related fields.

For the Record

In the Feb. 12 news release it was said that the Art Center was going to have a new director. The photo credit should have read: Photo credit: CSUSB Marketing. The Art Center is currently looking for a new director.

Clippers FACETY CUTS

Squash Wax $3.99

$5.99 Adult Cut

Children’s Haircut $2.99

Reg. $10.95

CSUSB Student Testimonials: Elvia Martinez did not come through with her promise to attend an event. Elvia Martinez said she had a good time at the event and enjoyed the atmosphere. The event was very successful and we had a great turnout.

Clippers

Squash Wax

$3.99

$5.99

Adult Cut

Children’s Haircut

Reg. $10.95

Free Book Swap

http://csusb.webley.com

For a complete list of all events, call 909-537-4689.

Explore the Beauty of Asian Culture

February 28, 2005

The Asian Roundtable event last Wednesday was planned by the Asian Students Alliance and the Asian Studies Program.

The event featured a variety of speakers and presentations, including a keynote address by Dr. J. Robert Lee, a renowned scholar of Asian studies.

The event was well-attended, with over 200 people in attendance.

Multi-Cultural Women’s Center

Waiting until the Morning After

Feb 23 Began at 1 p.m. at the Women’s Resource Center located in the Student Union, room 154.

The event featured a variety of speakers and presentations, including a keynote address by Dr. J. Robert Lee, a renowned scholar of Asian studies.

Airing Dirty Laundry

Andrea Aragon

Mental health topics can be a thorny subject, especially when it comes to discussing them in public.

The event was open to the public and the topics discussed were
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Spring 2005
This Day in History

Feb. 28
1066: Westminster Abbey opens.

1985: Final TV episode of "MASH" airs on CBS, recording 125 million watch.

1994: The Brady Law, imposing a waiting period to buy a handgun, goes into effect.

Mar. 1
1781: Continental Congress adopts The Articles of Confederation.

1865: American Telephone & Telegraph, also known as AT&T, is incorporated.

1932: Charles Lindberg is kidnapped at 20 months, in New Jersey. He is released 8 days later.

1961: President Kennedy establishes the Peace Corps.

Mar. 3
1971: Congress establishes the U.S. Department of Education. 

1973: Time magazine debuts.

1985: Billy Paris is inducted into the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame.

Mar. 4
1989: Madonna becomes the first US President inaugurated in American-made clothing.

1992: American Automobile Association, also known as AAA, is founded.

1993: DOD is inaugurated as the 123rd President. He pledges to pull the USA out of an armament program.

Mar. 5

1978: Billie Jean King wins the U.S. Open.

1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 6
1863: Edgar Allan Poe is removed from West Point military academy.

1777: As the crowds grow at the door to the Vermont Masonic Hall, the Reverend Samuel Johnson delivers his sermon.

Mar. 10
1888: The Steamer is patented in England by C. H. Gerdol.

1977: Billie Jean King wins the U.S. Open.

1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 11
1863: Edgar Allan Poe is removed from West Point military academy.

1777: As the crowds grow at the door to the Vermont Masonic Hall, the Reverend Samuel Johnson delivers his sermon.

Mar. 12
1871: The Chicago Board of Trade, the first organized commodity exchange in the United States, opens.

1897: The first radio broadcast is made.

March 13
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 15
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 16
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 17
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 18
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 19
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 20
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 21
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 22
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 23
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 24
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 25
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 26
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 27
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 28
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 29
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 30
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

Mar. 31
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 2
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 3
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 4
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 5
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 6
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 7
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 8
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 9
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 10
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 11
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 12
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 13
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 14
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 15
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 16
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 17
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 18
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 19
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 20
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 21
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 22
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 23
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 24
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 25
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 26
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 27
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 28
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 29
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

April 30
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 2
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 3
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 4
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 5
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 6
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 7
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 8
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 9
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 10
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 11
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 12
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 13
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 14
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 15
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 16
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 17
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 18
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 19
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 20
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 21
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 22
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 23
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 24
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 25
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 26
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 27
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 28
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 29
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 30
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.

May 31
1980: King "Kong" is first televised.
Cyclists’ Hit the Road

Cyclists, for the most part, enjoy the freedom and tranquility that the open road offers. A bicycle ride can be a relaxing way to spend an afternoon, or it can be a competitive event, depending on the rider’s preferences. Some cyclists enjoy the challenge of climbing steep hills, while others prefer the smooth roads and the sense of accomplishment that comes with completing a long-distance ride.

And the Winners Are...

CFA Wants Student Input

CFA is an organization that can benefit from student input. Students can provide valuable insights and ideas that can help improve the organization's programs and services. By involving students in the decision-making process, CFA can make sure that its programs and services meet the needs and interests of its student members.

EXCEL IN INDEPENDENT THOUGHT, THE SCION xB

You can take advantage of the many opportunities that the SCION xB offers. Whether you're looking for a fun way to travel or a practical vehicle for everyday use, the SCION xB has something to offer. You can explore new places, meet new people, and create unforgettable memories with the SCION xB.
“Gonzo” Journalist Remembered

Journalist Hunter S. Thompson, whose vivid and outlandish reporting style earned him the nickname "Gonzo," has died at the age of 67. Thompson was known for his work on "Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas," which he adapted into a novel and later a film. His style of journalism was characterized by its unique blend of fiction and non-fiction, and his influence on the genre is still felt today.

Parachute Into A Career

The Parachute College Program is designed to attract students who have shown an interest in the field of parachuting, whether it be for the thrill of the sport or the challenge of making a living from it. The program offers a variety of courses and training opportunities to help students gain the skills they need to succeed in this exciting field.

The Scene

Galahad reported on the events at the University of California, Berkeley, including a recent student protest. The reporter notes the students' dissatisfaction with the administration and their desire for change. The scene is set against the backdrop of a student demonstration, with the sound of chanting and cheers filling the air.

Stormy Weather

The weather is stormy, with strong winds and heavy rain. The reporter describes the impact of the storm on the community, noting the damage to homes and property. The reporter also notes the resilience of the community, with people coming together to help those in need.

California Baptist University

California Baptist University is a private, Christian university located in Laie, Hawaii. The university offers a variety of degree programs, including bachelor's, master's, and doctoral programs. The university is known for its strong emphasis on leadership development and community service.

Applying for Admissions

California Baptist University offers a variety of programs of study, including business administration, education, psychology, and more. The university also offers a range of services to support students, including academic advising and financial aid. Students interested in applying for admission should visit the university's website for more information on the admission process.
**Op/Ed**

**February 28, 2005**

**Friendship Betrayed**

**Sarah Satter**  
Great Neck, L.I., N.Y.

We live in a time when we are no longer surrounded by childhood friends, the kind who are always there for us at important times in our lives. Friends make up the fabric of our childhood memories, the ones we carry with us throughout our lives. To have a friend who is there through the good times and bad, who knows us better than anyone else, is a blessing.

But sometimes, even the closest friendship can be betrayed. This happened to me recently when I was asked to be a bridesmaid in my best friend's wedding.

I had known my friend since we were in elementary school. We grew up together, went to the same high school, and went to college together. We were inseparable. We shared everything, from our dreams to our secrets.

When my friend asked me to be a bridesmaid, I was thrilled. It was such an honor to be asked. But as the wedding day approached, I began to feel a nagging sense of unease. I couldn't put my finger on it, but something was not right.

On the day of the wedding, I arrived early to help with the final preparations. As I was getting ready, I noticed my friend acting strange. She was nervous and anxious, and kept looking over her shoulder as if she was afraid of being caught.

I tried to brush it off, but as the ceremony began, I couldn't help but notice the looks of disappointment on the faces of my friend's other bridesmaids. It was clear that something was going on, but I didn't know what.

After the ceremony, I confronted my friend about it. I asked her what was going on, but she just kept避ing the question.

I was frustrated and angry. How could she do this to me? We had been friends for so long, and now she was betraying me.

I decided to talk to her alone. We sat down and I confronted her with my suspicions. She finally broke down and told me that she was in love with one of the other bridesmaids.

I was shocked. I didn't know what to say. I felt like my world had just fallen apart.

I told her that I couldn't go on with the wedding. I couldn't be part of something that hurt me so deeply.

I ended up leaving the wedding early, and I haven't spoken to my friend since.

This experience has taught me a valuable lesson. It's important to be aware of what's going on in our relationships, and to speak up when something feels off. It's hard to do, but it's necessary.

I hope that my friend and I can come to terms with this, and that we can still be friends.

**Sports**

**February 28, 2005**

**Interim No More**

Noah Kooiman Officially Named Head Coach of Men's & Women's Soccer

Thanks to the Chronicle

Coyote Soccer will get to keep the coach who has been with the program for the last four years.

Kooiman, who took the interim tag off his position last year, has led the Coyotes to a 13-6-1 record this season, and has guided the team to a 2-1 record in conference play. He has also led the team to a 4-3 record in non-conference play.

Kooiman, who was named interim coach last year, has been with the program for the last four years. He has led the team to a 46-16-1 record during his tenure.

Kooiman replaces former head coach Mike Poch, who left the program after the 2004 season. Poch was named interim coach last year, and has led the team to a 2-1 record in conference play.
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